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Recently, significant progress has elucidated the micro-dynamics of L→H transition [1–
7]. However, the question of the physics of the micro-scopic Pth (n) scaling – and specifi-
cally the minimum in density – remains. Here, we study the physics of Pth (n), with the aim
of linking microscopics and macroscopics. The roles of the electron/ion heating ratio and
electron-ion coupling in the threshold physics of the L→H transition are the primary foci. A
motivation for this is the C-Mod observation of the close relation between the Ohmic satura-
tion density and the density minimum in the power threshold [8]. By extending a numerical
1D model to evolve both electron and ion temperatures, including collisional coupling, we
find that the decrease in Pthr (n) along the low-density branch is due to the combination of an
increase in collisional electron-to-ion energy transfer and an increase in the heating fraction
coupled to the ions. Both processes strengthen the edge diamagnetic electric field needed
to lock in the mean electric field shear for the L → H transition. The increase in Pthr (n)
along the high-density branch is due to the increase with ion collisionality of the damping
of turbulence-driven shear flows. Turbulence driven shear flows are needed to trigger the
transition by extracting energy from the turbulence. Thus, we identify the critical transition
physics components of the separatrix ion heat flux and the zonal flow excitation. The model
reveals a power threshold minimum in density scans as a crossover between the threshold
decrease caused by a rise in heat fraction coupled to ions (directly or indirectly, from elec-
trons) and the threshold increase (at higher n) supported by the rise in shear flow damping.
The electron/ion heating mix emerges as important to the transition, in that it, together with
electron-ion coupling, regulates the edge diamagnetic electric field shear. The importance
to threshold scaling of collisionless turbulent electron-ion heat transfer processes [9] which
is very relevant to electron heated discharges at low collisionality, is under study. Predicted
modifications of the power threshold curve Pth (n) in collisionless regimes will be discussed.
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